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Talk outline

Sections of talk

• My personal background

• What I did way before applying

• What I did a tad bit before applying

• Writing up my proposal

• Random tips



My personal background

• My area: theory (streaming, dimensionality reduction,
compressed sensing, large-scale numerical linear algebra)

• Finished PhD in Spring 2011.

• Deferred Harvard offer for 2 years to do postdocs.

• Finished postdoc’ng June 2013, started Harvard July 1 2013,
applied for NSF CAREER July 22, 2013∗.

∗ NSF deadline was July 22, 2013, but internal Harvard deadline
was a full week earlier.
(Check with your school – I hear this is common.)
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What I did way before applying

Took notes on talks, served on a mock panel, asked some
questions to one of the theory program directors.
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What I did a tad bit before applying

• I read the above. (training for my proposal-writing algorithm)
• I asked five younger theory friends who got CAREER more

recently for their proposals and read them too.
• Some examples above include summary, bio, data

management plan, etc.

• Brainstormed what to include in CAREER and what not.
• Pitched strategies to one of my former advisors.
• Skimmed a lot of papers.
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Writing up my proposal

• I started typing 2-3 weeks before the deadline.

• Former advisor, and one senior faculty at Harvard, skimmed
and gave feedback.



Writing up my proposal
NSF: following elements should be considered in the review for both criteria:

(“both criteria” means Intellectual Merit and Broader Impacts)

1. What is the potential for the proposed activity to:

a. Advance knowledge and understanding within its own field or across
different fields (Intellectual Merit); and

b. Benefit society or advance desired societal outcomes (Broader

Impacts)?

2. To what extent do the proposed activities suggest and explore creative,
original, or potentially transformative concepts?

3. Is the plan for carrying out the proposed activities well-reasoned,
well-organized, and based on a sound rationale? Does the plan
incorporate a mechanism to assess success?

4. How well qualified is the individual, team, or organization to conduct the
proposed activities?

5. Are there adequate resources available to the PI (either at the home

organization or through collaborations) to carry out the proposed

activities?



Writing up my proposal

Proposal structure

1. Introduction. 1a,1b,2,3,4,5 (1.3 pages)

2. Context. 3,4 (1.5 pages)

3. Proposed research. 1a,1b,2,3,4 (7.8 pages)

4. Educational Plan. 1b,2,4 (2 pages)

5. Broader Impact. 1b,4 (1.5 pages)

6. Previous research accomplishments. 4 (1 page)

7. Prior support from NSF. (1 line)



Writing up my proposal

Proposal structure

1. Introduction: Bulleted list of research goals and overview of
broader impacts. One paragraph on why Harvard is a great
place to carry out proposal. (1.3 pages)

2. Context: Setting up a context in which to understand the
proposed work. Defines models and states what’s known from
previous work. (1.5 pages)

3. Proposed research: Subsections on main topics and
subsubsections within those. Used \begin{question} and
\end{question} heavily (19 times). (7.8 pages)

Targeted several big problems but gave evidence that I had
some insight beyond the general community (outlined novel
beginnings of attacks). Mentioned some easier theorems I
would try to prove along the way as target points.
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Writing up my proposal

Proposal structure

4. Educational Plan: Course development and mentoring.
Methods to evangelize algorithms. (2 pages)

• MIT ESP Splash!, Berkeley Math Circle, AddisCoder
• Easy to reach out to highschoolers: 2 weeks ago went to

hometown for Spring break and did two Harvard recruitment
high school visits. One devolved into a Karatsuba lecture.

5. Broader Impact: (1.5 pages)
• Industrial impact. \ref’d previous question environments.
• Technology transfer to/from other areas (pure math).
• Talks and surveys outside TCS (KDD, Banach space

workshops, TEDxAddis, Duke Karsch scholars, CAARMS
(future), Wesley L. Harris, Crossroads). Surveys within TCS.
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Writing up my proposal

Proposal structure

6. Previous research accomplishments: Addresses item 4 of
review criteria, “How well qualified is the individual, team, or
organization to conduct the proposed activities?”, by showing
what I’ve already done in the area. (1 page)

7. Prior support from NSF: “I have none”. (1 line)
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Random tips

• Pay a lot of attention to broader impact.

• Readers prefer understanding one thing very well than being
flashed many topics and left understanding none of them.

(at least this is my perception)

• When motivating X , saying “X is known to be useful for Y
[ABC’07]” is suboptimal (even if Y is universally known as
being well-motivated). Delve deeper: how does X fit into Y ?
(bullet immediately above: readers want to understand)

• Talk with your university’s grant administation office early

(avoid surprises, e.g. “our internal deadline is 1 week earlier”)


